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The parautochthonous Gondwanan origin of the Cuyania
(greater Precordillera) terrane of Argentina: A re-evaluation of
evidence used to support an allochthonous Laurentian origin
A substantial, diverse body of evidence has been interpreted as suggesting that the Cuyania terrane of northwestern
Argentina, which includes the Argentine Precordillera, rifted from the Ouachita embayment of Laurentia in the Early
Cambrian, drifted across the Iapetus ocean as a microcontinent, and docked with the proto-Andean margin of Gond-
wana in the Mid to Late Ordovician. This is the so-called Laurentian microcontinent model. However, several lines of
evidence (basement age and affinity, stratigraphic, paleomagnetic and paleobiogeographical records) also point to a
parautochthonous origin of this terrane. In this parautochthonous model, Cuyania migrated along a transform fault
from a position on the southern margin of West Gondwana (present coordinates) in the Mid Ordovician to its modern
position outboard of the Famatina magmatic belt in Devonian time. With regard to basement age and characteristics,
recently acquired U-Pb geochronology of detrital zircons from Cambrian and Ordovician sandstones and of zircons
from igneous clasts in an Ordovician conglomerate are difficult to explain with the Laurentian model and indicate,
instead, a Gondwanan origin of the Cuyania terrane. Furthermore, potential basement rocks of Cuyania of Neopro-
terozoic to Early Cambrian age and Early Mesoproterozoic age are characteristic of Gondwana, rather than Laurentia.
Pb isotopic ratios of Grenvillian-age basement rocks are not only similar to those of Grenvillian basement in Lauren-
tia but also to those in other areas of West Gondwana. In terms of the stratigraphic record, the similarity of the Cam-
brian-Ordovician carbonate platform succession of Cuyania to that of Laurentia reflects similar paleolatitude and
eustatic histories but not a direct connection. Moreover, the Middle-Upper Ordovician siliciclastic successions of
Cuyania do not represent a peripheral foreland basin, but instead were deposited in strike-slip related basins in a trans-
form fault zone. Middle Ordovician K-bentonites do not indicate that Cuyania was approaching the Famatina mag-
matic arc from the west (modern coordinates), but instead that it was located to the southeast. In light of paleomagnetic
data, the Cambrian paleolatitude of Cuyania is consistent not only with the location of the Ouachita embayment of
Laurentia but also with the southern margin of West Gondwana. Finally, most of the paleobiogeographic criteria used
to support the Laurentian model must be reconsidered. Brachiopod and conodont faunas in lower Middle Ordovician
strata of the Precordillera have many more genera in common with Laurentia than those in Lower Ordovician strata.
Cambrian trilobites faunas of Cuyania are of very limited abundance and diversity in comparison to correlative faunas
of southeastern Laurentia; many species are endemic to Cuyania; olenellid trilobites considered to be restricted to
Laurentia probably had the ability to disperse between paleoplates with similar environments. Mid Ordovician grap-
tolites of the Precordillera on the one hand and of the Famatinian belt and Cordillera Oriental on the other belong to
different oceanic provinces and likely did not live in close proximity.
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INTRODUCTION
The Precordillera occupies a 400 km long belt in the north-
west part of the Cuyania composite terrane (Ramos 1995;
Ramos et al., 1998), which is 1,000 km long and includes
extensive outcrops of Cambrian to Carboniferous strata in
the Precordillera, metamorphic basement rocks of late Meso-
proterozoic age exposed in Sierra de Pie de Palo and small
outcrops of Ordovician strata and basement rocks to the
south of Mendoza near San Rafael and in northern La Pam-
pa province (Fig. 1). Thomas and Astini (1996, 2003),
among others, refer to this larger terrane as the Precordillera
terrane; but, following Ramos (1995), Cuyania is used here. 
With its Appalachian-style, Cambro-Ordovician car-
bonate platform succession and its olenellid trilobite fau-
na, the Precordillera of western Argentina has been inter-
preted as a rifted piece of Laurentia that was later
accreted to Gondwana (Bond et al., 1984; Ramos et al.,
1986; Dalziel et al., 1996). Thus, many geologists (see
many papers in Pankhurst and Rapela, 1998; Ramos and
Keppie, 1999; and elsewhere) accept the conclusions of
Thomas and Astini (1996) that the Cuyania terrane rifted
from the Ouachita embayment of Laurentia in the Early
Cambrian, drifted across the Iapetus Ocean as a micro-
continent, and accreted to the proto-Andean margin of
Gondwana in the Mid to Late Ordovician (Fig. 2).
According to this Laurentian microcontinent model (Lau-
rentian model for short), Cuyania docked outboard of the
Famatinian magmatic arc, which formed in response to
the convergence of the Cuyania microcontinent and sub-
duction of intervening lithosphere. In spite of a substan-
tial body of varied evidence cited in support of these con-
clusions, U-Pb geochronology of detrital zircons from
several Cambrian and Ordovician sandstone beds and of
zircons extracted from igneous clasts of Ordovician con-
glomerate are difficult to reconcile with the Laurentian
microcontinent model, yet are compatible with the
parautochthonous model that was proposed by Aceñolaza
and Toselli (1988), Baldis et al. (1989), and Aceñolaza et
al. (2002) but was never widely accepted. In interpreting
their zircon data, Finney et al. (2005a, 2005b, 2005c) pre-
sented additional support for the parautochthonous model,
further elaborating on it, while challenging the Laurentian
model. This challenge required reconsideration and criti-
cal evaluation of all evidence and assumptions used to
support the Laurentian affinity of Cuyania. 
The purpose of this paper is to present that evaluation
and also to briefly summarize the nature and implications
of evidence from geochronology of zircons and to further
explain the parautochthonous model. The evidence for
Laurentian affinity is multi-faceted and complex, and
each facet deserves individual examination and analysis.
As a result, this paper provides considerable information,
documentation, analyses, and insights, many of which
were not previously available.
GEOLOGICAL BACKGROUND OF CUYANIA INTER-
PRETED IN LIGHT OF THE LAURENTIAN MICRO-
CONTINENT MODEL
Much of the evidence used to support the Laurentian
affinity of Cuyania is based on the nature of its basement
rocks, its Cambro-Middle Ordovician carbonate platform
succession, and its Middle-Upper Ordovician siliciclastic
succession variously developed across the Precordillera.
These are summarized here as a basis for the detailed
evaluations that follow.
The Precordillera is a set of closely spaced, north-south
trending, predominately east vergent, thin-skinned, Andean
thrust belts composed mostly of Cambrian to Carbonife-
rous strata detached from basement rocks (Alonso et al.,
2005; Álvarez-Marrón et al., 2006). Although basement is
not exposed in the Precordillera, xenoliths in Miocene vol-
canics that intrude the Precordillera are interpreted as base-
ment rocks of Grenvillian age. They are metamorphic rocks
(acidic gneiss and mafic amphibolite) that yield zircons
with U-Pb ages of ~1.1 Ga (Kay et al., 1996). Sierra de Pie
de Palo, immediately east of the Precordillera (Fig. 1), has
extensive surface exposures of metamorphic basement
rocks that yield zircon crystallization ages of ~1.1 Ga and
zircon metamorphic ages of ~1.0 Ga (Ramos et al., 1998).
South of Mendoza, at Ponón Trehué (Fig. 1), an Ordovi-
cian succession of mixed carbonate and siliciclastic strata
is in stratigraphic contact with underlying igneous and
metamorphic basement rocks with U-Pb zircon ages of
~1.2 Ga (Thomas et al., 2000). Primarily on the basis of
this evidence, the basement of Cuyania is considered to be
of Grenvillian age. This is consistent with the Laurentian
model because the Ouachita embayment from which the
Cuyania terrane supposedly rifted lies within the Grenville
Province along the southern margin of Laurentia.
A thick Lower Cambrian to Middle Ordovician carbon-
ate succession is particularly distinctive of the Precordillera
and unique to West Gondwana (Fig. 3). It forms long, con-
tinuous outcrops through the north to south length of the
eastern and central thrust belts of the Precordillera and
small outcrops at Ponón Trehué and in northern La Pampa
province (Fig. 1). In its shallow, warm-water character, its
sequence stratigraphic succession, and the affinity of its
benthic fossils, it is similar to correlative strata of Laurentia
(Astini et al., 1995; Keller, 1999). As typically developed,
the succession includes the La Laja, Zonda, La Flecha, La
Silla, and San Juan formations, with the Cambrian-Ordovi-
cian boundary in the upper La Silla Fm (Fig. 3). At Cerro
Totora in the northern Precordillera, the succession begins
with the Cerro Totora and Los Hornos formations, which
are lateral facies of the La Laja Fm (Bordonaro, 2003, fig.
3). With a thick interval of gypsum overlain by red silt-
stone, sandstone, and dolomite, the Cerro Totora Fm is
interpreted as having accumulated in a rift basin that
formed as Cuyania rifted out of the Ouachita embayment
of Laurentia (Thomas and Astini, 1999; Thomas et al.,
2001). According to the Laurentian model, the overlying
carbonate rock of the Los Hornos Fm, as well as the La
Laja to San Juan succession, are interpreted as a passive
margin succession (Astini and Thomas, 1999) that was
deposited during the drift of Cuyania away from Laurentia
and across the Iapetus ocean (Figs. 2 and 3). 
The carbonate succession is overlain by largely silici-
clastic, Middle to Upper Ordovician strata that vary con-
siderably in lithologic character, facies succession, thick-
ness, and age (Fig. 3). According to the Laurentian model
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Map of part of western Argentina and neighboring Chile showing Cuyania terrane (between thick, dashed lines), the Precordillera, and other
localities mentioned in the text. The grid extends over the area where Famatinian magmatic rocks have been reported. Modified from Sato et al.
(2000, fig. 1).
FIGURE 1
(Astini et al., 1995; Astini, 1998a; Thomas and Astini,
2003), these succesions represent a foreland basin and
synorogenic clastic wedge that formed as a result of
Cuyania docking against the proto-Andean margin of
Gondwana. They occur in the eastern and central thrust
belts of the Precordillera, and together with the underlying
carbonate succession they compose the Eastern Tectofa-
cies of Astini et al. (1995). Along the western edge of the
Eastern Tectofacies is a remarkable belt of facies that
have been referred to collectively as the Los Sombreros
Fm (Keller, 1999; Thomas and Astini, 2003), which is
composed of huge olistoliths within a matrix of shale that
is generally correlated with the Middle Ordovician. The
most conspicuous olistoliths are blocks of Cambrian and
Lower Ordovician carbonate strata that are similar to, or
represent distal, somewhat deeper water facies of, the
Cambrian to Middle Ordovician carbonate platform suc-
cession (Fig. 3). As described for the Laurentian model
by Thomas and Astini (2003) or by Keller (1999) for his
model that proposes a late rifting (Mid Ordovician) of
Cuyania from Laurentia, the Los Sombreros Fm was
deposited on the continental slope along the west side of
the Cuyania microcontinent with the olistoliths representing
submarine gravity slides from fault scarps or submarine
canyon erosion along the steep continental slope. Western
thrust belts of the Precordillera are composed of Upper
Ordovician strata of the Yerba Loca and Alcaparrosa for-
mations and their equivalents, which are, respectively,
distal turbidites and black shale with mafic volcanics.
These units, together with the Los Sombreros Fm, were
interpreted by Keller (1999) as a contemporaneous lateral
succession of proximal to distal continental margin facies
ranging from continental slope to turbidite fan to ocean
basin plain, although they are of successively younger,
but also different, ages, and they are separated by major
Andean thrust faults. 
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Sequential maps illustrating the Laurentian microcontinent model with the rifting of the Cuyania (greater Precordillera) terrane from the
Ouachita embayment of Laurentia, its subsequent drift as a microcontinent across the Iapetus Ocean, and its collision and docking with the proto-
Andean margin of Gondwana outboard of the Famatinian volcanic arc. Modified from Thomas and Astini (1996, figs. 2 and 3).
FIGURE 2
THE AGE AND AFFINITY OF THE CUYANIA BASEMENT
Age of the Cuyania basement: The detrital zircon
evidence from Cambrian and Ordovician sandstones
The widely held and often repeated assumption that
the basement of Cuyania is of Grenvillian age (Dalziel et
al., 1996; Kay et al., 1996; Thomas and Astini, 1996;
Dalziel, 1997; Ramos et al., 1998; Sato et al., 2000) is a
primary line of evidence used to support the derivation of
Cuyania from the Ouachita embayment of Laurentia. Not
only is it based on limited geochronological evidence as
mentioned above, but also it fails to take into considera-
tion the global distribution of “Grenvillian” age rocks and
different definitions of their geochronological extent. The
Grenville Province, the youngest orogenic belt in the
Canadian Shield, is in its type area of eastern Canada a
mosaic of geologic terranes formed by a series of oro-
genic events that span almost one billion years of Earth
history from the 1.71-1.60 Ga Labradorian orogeny to the
1.08-0.98 Ga Grenvillian orogeny (Tollo et al., 2004). Yet
along much of its 3000 mile length from Labrador to
Mexico, the rocks of the Grenville Province record: 1) an
early period (1.3-1.2 Ga) of accretionary tectonics
referred to as the Elzevirian orogeny, 2) an extended peri-
od (1.18-1.08 Ga) of largely AMCG (anorthosite-man-
gerite-charnockite-granite) magmatism, primarily in the
eastern Grenville Province, and 3) a culminating period of
strong continent-continent collision (1.08-0.98 Ga) that
various authors refer to as the Grenvillian orogeny (e.g.,
Gower and Krogh, 2002) or the Ottawan Pulse of the
Grenvillian orogeny (e.g., Karlstrom et al., 2001). Fur-
thermore, because contemporaneous collisional origins
were produced on several paleoplates during the assembly
of Rodinia, “the term Grenville orogen is used to refer to
all areas affected by predominately convergent-style oro-
genesis during the interval ca. 1.3-1.0 Ga” (Tollo et al.,
2004, p. 1), even those orogenic belts that did not involve
collision with Laurentia (see Hoffman, 1991: fig. 1A). As
a consequence, rocks with crystallization and metamor-
phic ages of 1.3 to 0.98 Ga are regularly referred to as
Grenvillian with the term being used in a geochronologi-
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Synthetic stratigraphic chart of the Cambrian and Ordovician strata of the Argentine Precordillera. Modified from Astini (1998a, fig. 3;
2003, Text-fig. 1.6). Formations are as follows: CTF: Cerro Totora; LLF: La Laja; ZF: Zonda; LF: La Flecha; LSi: La Silla; SJ: San Juan; G/LAz: Gualca-
mayo/Los Azules; Ch: Las Chacritas: LAg: Las Aguaditas: LP: Las Plantas; LV/LC: Las Vacas/La Cantera; T: Trapiche; LPo: La Pola; DB: Don Braulio; S:
Sassito; Em: Empozada; LCh: La Chilca; LS: Los Sombreros; YL: Yerba Loca; Al: Alcaparrosa. Note that at San Isidro (Fig. 7), the Upper Ordovician
Empozada Fm stratigraphically succeeds and overlies the upper Middle Ordovician Estancia San Isidro Fm of Heredia and Beresi (2004), which
Thomas and Astini (2003) and Keller (1999) include in the Los Sombreros Fm.
FIGURE 3
cal sense. To avoid confusion from differences in inter-
pretation and to avoid the assumption that the term
Grenvillian means Laurentian affinity, Mesoproterozoic is
used here for rocks (or zircon grains) dated isotopically at
1.6 to 1.0 Ga with the modifiers early and late for the
periods of 1.6 -1.3 Ga and 1.3-1.0 Ga, respectively.
Only at Ponón Trehué near San Rafael (Fig. 1) can
Ordovician carbonate strata, considered characteristic of
Cuyania, be seen in depositional contact with underly-
ing, exposed basement rocks. Sandstones directly over-
lying these basement rocks and eroded from them yield
1400-1100 Ma zircons (1250 Ma peak) and thus can be
considered in part Grenvillian. On the other hand, rather
convincing evidence of basement rocks with ages that
clearly are not Grenvillian are provided by 1) late Neo-
proterozoic to early Cambrian ages for zircons in the
Middle Cambrian sandstone in the San Isidro olistolith
in the Estancia San Isidro Fm (Fig. 4), and 2) early
Mesoproterozoic age zircons, particularly abundant
1600-1500 Ma grains, in the Middle Cambrian sand-
stone of the Soldano Member of the La Laja Fm (Fig.
4), in the Middle Ordovician sandstone beds at the top
of the Estancia San Isidro Fm, and in igneous boulders
in the boulder conglomerate of the lower Upper Ordovi-
cian Empozada Fm, and 3) Neoproterozoic zircons in
many Cambrian and Ordovician sandstones (Finney et
al., 2005b, 2005c; Gleason et al., 2007).
San Isidro Olistolith sandstone sample
This sample (Fig. 4) was taken from a sandstone at the
base of the San Isidro olistolith - one of several huge olis-
toliths in the lower part of the Middle Ordovician Estancia
San Isidro Fm of Heredia and Beresi (2004) and consi-
dered by Keller (1999) and Astini (2003) to represent the
Los Sombreros Fm. The San Isidro olistolith has been
mapped over a distance of 5.6 km and its internal stratigra-
phy has been described in several sections (e.g., Quebrada
de San Isidro, Quebrada Agua de la Cruz) in several differ-
ent papers by different geologists (Bordonaro et al., 1993;
Keller et al., 1993; Keller, 1999; Heredia and Beresi,
2004), all of which show that the sandstone is in strati-
graphic continuity with overlying limestone that yields
Middle Cambrian trilobites. Thus the sandstone would
have been deposited on the carbonate platform of Cuyania
during the time period that followed the rifting of Cuyania
from Laurentia and during its early history of drifting and
thermo-tectonic subsidence as it accumulated its passive
margin carbonate succession, according to the Laurentian
microcontinent model (Fig. 2). Yet the depositional age of
the sandstone (~512-500 Ma), its zircon age population
(615-511 Ma), it texture (poorly sorted, coarse, angular
grains), and its mineralogy (arkose, lacking potassium
feldspar) require 1) that the sandstone was eroded directly
from source rocks located nearby, probably from the base-
ment of Cuyania, 2) that the source rocks were plutonic
rocks of tonalitic to trondhjemitic composition, rocks that
typically form in magmatic arcs, 3) that these plutonic
rocks were intruded over a period of 100 my, and 4) that
immediately after intrusion, these plutonic rocks were
uplifted and eroded to produce the sediment that was
deposited in the shallow sea covering the carbonate plat-
form of Cuyania.
Can the existence of a magmatic arc of 100 my dura-
tion during the late Neoproterozoic to early Mid Cambri-
an and its immediately subsequent uplift and erosion in
the Mid Cambrian be reconciled with the rift and initial
drift stages of the Laurentian microcontinent model? That
is unlikely, but that is what is required if one is to incorpo-
rate the evidence from the sandstone of the San Isidro olis-
tolith into the Laurentian microcontinent model.
Could the tonalitic to trondhjemitic composition and
100 my duration of intrusion of the source rock of the
sandstone of the San Isidro olistolith have been associated
with, and comparable to, the gabbroic/basaltic and
granitic/rhyolitic compositions and 10 my duration of
intrusion of the Wichita igneous province (Thomas and
Astini, 2003: fig. 2), supposedly at the margin of the Oua-
chita embayment from which Cuyania rifted? That is
unlikely, but that is what is required to reconcile the evi-
dence from the sandstone of the San Isidro olistolith with
the Laurentian microcontinent model.
Can the virtual absence from the San Isidro olistolith
sandstone sample of typical Grenvillian age zircons (Fig. 4)
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Relative age-probability curves showing U-Pb individual
detrital zircon age spectra for the two samples from the La Laja Fm
(LLFM1 and LLFM2) and the sample from the San Isidro olistolith
(ISOS1). N = number of grains providing reliable ages and thus plot-
ted on curves. Isotope ratios, calculated ages, and errors for all zir-
con grains analyzed are listed in Appendix 1 of Finney et al. (2005b).
FIGURE 4
be explained if Cuyania had rifted from the Ouachita
embayment, given the widely held assumption that base-
ment rocks of Cuyania are of Grenvillian age and Lau-
rentian affinity and given that Grenvillian age grains
dominate detrital zircon populations of Ordovician and
Silurian sandstones deposited in the Ouachita embayment
of southern Laurentia (Gleason et al., 2002)? That is
unlikely, but that is what is required to reconcile the evi-
dence from the sandstone of the San Isidro olistolith with
the Laurentian microcontinent model.
La Laja Fm – Soldano Member sandstone samples
and other related samples
Sandstones interbedded with limestone of the Soldano
Member were deposited on the carbonate platform of Cuyania
during the Mid Cambrian (Fig. 3). Most of the zircons with
concordant ages from these sandstones are within the range of
1600-1500 Ma (Fig. 4), the time span of the North American
Magmatic Gap, a time of magmatic and tectonic quiescence
throughout all of Laurentia except for a small area in Labrador
(Karlstrom et al., 2001; Ross and Villeneuve, 2003). In spite of
the textural and mineralogical maturity of these sandstones,
the unimodal zircon age population in each sample and the
age of the zircon population relative to the much younger
depositional age of the sandstones indicate that the sands are
first cycle, eroded from basement rocks within or adjacent to
Cuyania during the Mid Cambrian
A virtually identical, unimodal age population of early
Mesoproterozoic age with a large number of 1600-1500 Ma
zircon grains is found in a sandstone bed from the top of the
Middle Ordovician Estancia San Isidro Fm at Quebrada de
San Isidro (Fig. 3; Finney et al., 2005c; Gleason et al., 2007).
Higher in the same section at San Isidro, large (30-100 cms),
rounded granitoid boulders occur in a conglomerate, along
with limestone and sandstone boulders, in the lower mem-
ber of the Empozada Fm, which correlates with the lower
Upper Ordovician. These boulders yield early Mesoprotero-
zoic ages of 1500-1300 Ma, and some grains have inherited
cores of 1550 Ma (Finney et al., 2005c). 
These three sampled units are definitive evidence that
the basement of Cuyania includes early Mesoproterozoic
plutonic rocks with a substantial component having a
crystallization age of 1600-1500 Ma and that these rocks
were exposed to erosion during the Mid Cambrian, Mid
Ordovician and early Late Ordovician. In order to recon-
cile this evidence with the Laurentian microcontinent
model, one must conclude that 1) the region of the Early
Cambrian Ouachita embayment of Laurentia included
basement rocks that correspond in age to the North
American magmatic gap, even though such rocks are
unknown there and are not represented in detrital zircon
populations from Ordovician and Silurian sandstones
deposited in the Ouachita embayment (Gleason et al.,
2002), 2) these rocks remain hidden, leaving no record
other than that in the Middle Cambrian and Middle
Ordovician sandstones and in the Upper Ordovician boul-
der conglomerate of the Precordillera, and 3) Mid-Cam-
brian depositional systems were somehow biased against
Grenvillian-age source terranes.
Neoproterozoic zircons
Although not abundant, 700-600 Ma zircons occur in
several Cambrian and Ordovician sandstones. These
include: 1) Upper Ordovician sandstones beds from the
northern (Las Vacas Fm), central (La Cantera Fm), and
southern (Empozada Fm) parts of the Precordillera (Glea-
son et al., 2007), 2) clasts in Upper Ordovician conglo-
merates (La Cantera Fm), and 3) a sandstone in the Lower
Cambrian El Estero Member of the La Laja Fm. Perhaps,
these are recycled out of older sandstone beds. In fact,
they may have been re-worked from a Neoproterozoic
sandstone comparable to the source of the detrital-zircon
sample from the Difunta Correa meta-sedimentary suc-
cession at Sierra de Pie de Palo reported by Rapela et al.
(2005a). The question is then raised as to the provenance
of the Difunta Correa meta-sedimentary succession.
Regardless, it is apparent that 700-600 Ma zircons were
widely distributed in the Cambrian-Ordovician sedimen-
tary systems of Cuyania. Interestingly, detrital zircons of
this age are virtually absent from Ordovician and Silurian
sandstones deposited in the Ouachita embayment of
southern Laurentia (e.g., Gleason et al., 2002).
Affinity of the Cuyania basement: Pb isotopic
ratios
The widely held and widely cited interpretation that
the basement of Cuyania is of Laurentian affinity is based
not only on the assumed Grenvillian age of the basement
rocks but also on the Pb isotopic ratios of these rocks.
Kay et al. (1996) demonstrated that xenoliths in Miocene
volcanics of the Precordillera, interpreted to be samples
of Grenvillian-age basement rocks of Cuyania, contain
the least radiogenic Pb of Precambrian to Recent rocks in
South America and that the signature of these rocks is
similar to that of the North American Grenville Province,
especially in the Llano uplift area of Texas close to the
Ouachita embayment. However, Kay et al. (1996) did not
consider the possibility that this signature occurred in
Mesoproterozoic rocks elsewhere in Gondwana. Subse-
quently, Wareham et al. (1998) demonstrated a close simi-
larity of Pb and Nd isotope characteristics of Laurentian
Grenvillian-age rocks and the Precordillera xenoliths ana-
lyzed by Kay et al. (1996) to Mesoproterozoic rocks in
East and West Antarctica, Natal, and the Falkland/Malvi-
nas Islands, thus raising a serious challenge to the
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assumption of the strictly Laurentian affinity of the Pre-
cordillera basement Pb isotopic signature. Proponents of
the Laurentian model (Astini and Rapalini, 2003; Thomas
and Astini, 2003; Thomas et al., 2004) have failed to
address the results of Wareham et al. (1998), which we
argue are consistent with a Gondwanan origin for Cuya-
nia. Furthermore, the Grenvillian age basement rocks at
Sierra de Pie de Palo with the same Pb isotopic signature
as the supposed basement rocks of the Precordillera are
now considered to be autochthonous or parautochthonous
to Gondwana based on the results of several recent inves-
tigations (Galindo et al., 2004; Baldo et al., 2005;
McClelland et al., 2005; Rapela et al., 2005a).
The parautochthonous model in light of the
basement data
Grenvillian-age detrital zircon populations dominate
many Ordovician sandstones of the Precordillera, usually as
part of large populations spanning most of the Mesoprotero-
zoic, e.g. 1600-1000 Ma (Finney et al., 2003; Gleason et al.,
2007), indicating the presence of extensive Mesoproterozoic
age source areas and likely basement rocks in Cuyania.
Nevertheless, the presence of the Mesoproterozoic basement
rocks in Cuyania, including those limited to typical Grenvil-
lian age (1200-950 Ma) could indicate an affinity with West
Gondwana rather than with Laurentia. Grenvillian age rocks
compose the Sunsas orogenic belt on the southwestern mar-
gin of the Amazonian craton; they compose the Namaqua-
Natal belt on the southern margin of the Kaapvaal craton
where they are characterized by low Pb isotopic values, and
recently acquired detrital zircon geochronology (Sims et al.,
1998; Casquet et al., 2005; McClelland et al., 2005; Rapela
et al., 2005a, b) indicates that Grenvillian age rocks are
widespread in both the western and eastern Sierras Pam-
peanas of Argentina. In addition, Neoproterozoic sandstones
deposited on the Río de la Plata craton have significant
Mesoproterozoic detrital-zircon age populations that include
the full age range (1600-1000 Ma) found in sandstones of
the Precordillera and that indicate the presence of substantial
basement rocks of this age range in the craton (Finney et al.,
2006; Gaucher et al., 2006). 
Magmatic arcs with plutons of tonalitic to trond-
hjemitic compositions, potential source rocks for the Mid-
dle Cambrian sandstone of the San Isidro olistolith, were
common in the southern part of West Gondwana during
late Neoproterozoic to Early Cambrian time (Campos
Neto and Figueiredo, 1995; Lira et al., 1997; Rapela et
al., 1998; Llambías et al., 1998; Brito Neves et al., 1999;
Basei et al., 2000, 2005; Veevers, 2003; Bossi and Gaucher,
2004). Plutonic rocks that crystallized at 1600-1500 Ma
are common in West Gondwana, particularly in the south-
western part of the Amazonian craton (Tassinari and
Macambira, 1999) and in the Río de la Plata craton
(Gaucher et al., 2006) and could be the source of the dis-
tinctive early Mesoproterozoic zircons (1600-1500 Ma) in
the Middle Cambrian and Middle Ordovician sandstones
in the Precordillera. 
Potential source rocks for all zircon-age populations
in the sandstones of the Precordillera can be found, there-
fore, in areas that either composed parts of the Río de la
Plata craton or were adjacent to it the during the Neopro-
terozoic to early Paleozoic. In contrast, potential source
rocks for the distinctive early Mesoproterozoic, Neopro-
terozoic, and late Neoproterozoic to early Cambrian age
populations are not known to occur in those parts of
North America bordering the Ouachita embayment and,
in some instances, from most of North America. Accord-
ingly, the validity of the Laurentian microcontinent model
is challenged, and an origin of Cuyania in West Gond-
wana, i.e. the parautochthonous model of Aceñolaza and
Toselli (1988), Baldis et al. (1989), and Aceñolaza et al.
(2002), is considered as a viable alternative (Finney,
2005b, fig. 6).  
According to the parautochthonous model (Fig. 5),
Cuyania began migrating during Mid to Late Ordovi-
cian time along a transform fault from a location on
the southern margin of West Gondwana, and it
reached its present position outboard of the Famatina
magmatic belt in Devonian time. Proposing this alter-
native to the Laurentian model requires a careful,
detailed re-examination of all the additional evidence
(stratigraphic, sedimentologic, paleomagnetic, and
paleobiogeographic) used to support the Laurentian
model and of the compatibility of this evidence with
the parautochthonous model.
REEVALUATION OF THE STRATIGRAPHIC-
SEDIMENTOLOGIC RECORD OF CUYANIA
Meaning of the Cambrian-Middle Ordovician
carbonate platform succession
The similarity of the Cambrian to Middle Ordovician,
passive margin, carbonate platform succession of the east-
ern part of the Precordillera to coeval successions in the
Appalachians of Laurentia (Fig. 6) is often cited as evi-
dence for the Laurentian affinity of the Cuyania terrane
(e.g., Astini et al., 1995; Dalziel et al., 1996; Thomas and
Astini, 1996; Astini and Thomas, 1999; Keller, 1999;
Thomas et al., 2004). However, these similarities do not
mean that strata of the Cuyania terrane were contiguous
with those of Laurentia. That would require that they
were not dismembered by continental rifting until the Mid
Ordovician, as proposed by Keller (1999). In addition,
that part of Laurentia surrounding the Ouachita embay-
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ment did not become the site of carbonate sedimentation
until the Late Cambrian. In the Laurentian microcontinent
model, rifting and separation of the Cuyania terrane
occurred before the Mid Cambrian; therefore, stratigraphic
similarities must reflect similar paleolatitude and similar
histories of eustasy controlling sedimentary facies and
strata accumulation while Cuyania was separated and
moving away from Laurentia. Thomas and Astini (1996)
proposed that Cuyania migrated past the Alabama pro-
montory of Laurentia in Mid Cambrian time; accordingly,
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Paleogeographic reconstruction showing position of Cuyania relative to Gondwana from Cambrian to Devonian time. A) Cuyania located on
the southern margin of West Gondwana (present coordinates) during the Cambrian. B) Cuyania migrating to higher paleolatitude along with Gondwana
during the Early to Mid Ordovician Epochs. C) Cuyania beginning its transcurrent movement along the Iapetus margin of West Gondwana during the
Mid to Late Ordovician Epochs. D) Cuyania arriving at its present position in Gondwana during late Silurian to Devonian time. Copied from Finney et
al. (2005b, fig. 6).
FIGURE 5
its Cambrian stratigraphic succession would likely be
most similar to that of the Southern Appalachians.
However, substantial differences exist with fine-grained
clastic rocks dominating much of the Middle and lower
Upper Cambrian strata of the southernmost Appalachians
(Conasauga Group) in contrast to the predominately car-
bonate strata of the Precordillera (Fig. 6; Resser, 1938;
Palmer, 1971; Thomas, 1991). In the parautochthonous
model (Fig. 5), Cuyania would have been at the same
paleolatitude as Laurentia, experiencing the same eustatic
events, and thus naturally could have been the site of
carbonate sedimentation. Although southern West Gond-
wana was primarily the site of siliciclastic sedimentation
during Cambrian and Ordovician time, following a long
period of Brasiliano-Pan African orogenesis, carbonate
sediments typical of a tropical climate did accumulate
locally as recorded by the lowermost Cambrian Cerro
Victoria Fm of Uruguay (Sprechmann et al., 2004;
Gaucher et al., in press). It is possible that Cuyania during
Cambrian to Mid Ordovician time bore the same rela-
tionship to West Gondwana as Florida does today with
North America, i.e. as a passive margin, carbonate plat-
form free of siliciclastic sediment and extending into a
tropical ocean. 
Tectono-sedimentary significance of the Middle-
Upper Ordovician stratigraphic record
According to the Laurentian model, the Middle-Upper
Ordovician strata of Cuyania record a foreland basin and
clastic wedge that formed as Cuyania docked with Gond-
wana (Astini et al., 1995; Thomas and Astini, 2003). The
base of the Gualcamayo Fm, a black shale that overlies
the San Juan Fm and records the drowning of the carbon-
ate platform succession, is significantly older in the
Guandacol region in the northern part of the Precordillera
than at localities farther to the south (Thomas and Astini,
1996, 2003, among others). Thus, the basal contact is
shown to be diachronous on correlation charts (Fig. 3),
becoming gradually younger between localities, and the
Gualcamayo Fm is interpreted as representing deposition
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Comparison of Cambrian-Lower Ordovician stratigraphy of the south-central Appalachians and the Argentine Precordillera showing strati-
graphic units, Cambrian trilobite zones, and, for the Appalachians, Ordovician conodont zones. Modified from Astini et al. (1995, fig. 6).
FIGURE 6
in a subsiding, migrating peripheral foreland basin. The
coarse-grained, overlying siliciclastic successions (Las
Vacas and Trapiche Fms in the north, the La Cantera Fm
in the Villicum range to the south) are interpreted as
coarser fractions of the clastic wedge, which arose from
the collision of the Cuyania microcontinent with the proto-
Andean margin of Gondwana and prograded westwards
(Thomas and Astini, 2003). 
Black shale also can be deposited in pull-apart or
stike-slip basins along transform faults, just as has been
the case with the organic-rich Monterey Fm of southern
California - one of the world’s richest petroleum source
rocks (Isaacs and Garrison, 1983). Separate basins in the
California borderland (e.g., Los Angeles, Santa Barbara,
and Santa Maria) subsided to bathyal depths at approxi-
mately the same time, yet each had its own separate sub-
sidence history, and the age of the Monterey Fm is some-
what different in each basin (Behl, 1999). This example
presents a viable alternative explanation for the differ-
ences in age of the base of the Gualcamayo Fm in the
Precordillera with sections at different localities recording
different subsidence histories for different pull-apart
basins. Proponents of the Laurentian microcontinent
model have not considered this alternative explanation.
Detailed study and evaluation of the Middle-Upper
Ordovician siliciclastic strata overlying the Gualcamayo
Fm in various sections in the Eastern Tectofacies of the
Precordillera (Fig. 3) led Astini (1998a, b) and Keller
(1999) to conclude that these strata were deposited in
extensional basins (Astini et al., 1998a, figs. 7-9; Keller,
1999, fig. 58). But this was not an original idea, having
been proposed by many others, from Borrello (1969) to
von Gosen et al. (1995), who have studied these rocks.
These basins are characterized by considerable longitudi-
nal and lateral basin asymmetry, including half-grabens,
episodic rapid subsidence, abrupt lateral facies changes
and local unconformities, greatly variable depositional
processes within the same basin (pelagic settling, turbidity
flows, mass flows, and gravity flows), marked contrasts in
stratigraphy, facies geometry, and unconformities among
different basins in the same region (Astini, 1998a, b).
Astini (1998a, 2002) has even used the term “yo-yo”
tectonics to refer to the alternating up and down move-
ment of crustal blocks as a result of extension. The Middle-
Upper Ordovician stratigraphic successions are typically
only 100-200 m thick; only in the Guandacol region
does the succession approach 1000 m in thickness. Bios-
tratigraphic correlation of these sections (Fig. 7), plotted
against an accurate time scale, demonstrates that the
Middle-Upper Ordovician succession is dominated by
major hiatuses with sedimentation occurring only in
pulses of very short duration (Finney et al., 2005a). Se-
dimentation was episodic within each basin and non-
synchronous between basins. These are characteristics
of strike-slip related basins along major transform
faults (Christie-Blick and Biddle, 1985; Nilsen and
Sylvester, 1995), and they are completely uncharacte-
ristic of foreland basins (Busby and Ingersoll, 1995;
Sinclair, 1997). 
Olistoliths and boulder conglomerate of the Las Vacas
Fm (Astini, 1998a, b) are particularly instructive. This
thick, massive unit is part of a stratigraphic succession
that includes the underlying shale of the Gualcamayo Fm
and the overlying turbiditic siltstone/sandstone that domi-
nates the Trapiche Fm (Astini, 1998b). Thus, this is not a
coarsening, thickening upwards succession expected for a
foreland basin. The large rounded boulders of the Las
Vacas conglomerate (clasts of meta-sandstone and
quartzite and various plutonic and volcanic rocks) indi-
cate erosion from mountainous terrane and transportation
by rivers down steep gradients directly to the margins of
the depositional basin. Most of the olistoliths are lime-
stone blocks from the San Juan Fm; many are very large
(> 1 m), and many are angular with flat surfaces repre-
senting bedding and fractures. And, everywhere, even
where they are most abundant, the olistoliths are sur-
rounded by rounded boulders of the conglomerate (Figs.
8A and 8B). These olistoliths were deposited with the
boulders. It is clear that they were introduced into the
stream of boulders only very near the site of deposi-
tion; otherwise that would have been pulverized by the
boulders. Thus, the depositional basin of the Las Vacas
Fm must have been adjacent to steep terrane with
rivers that transported large boulders directly to the
basin margin, and erosion and incorporation of lime-
stone blocks must have occurred only as the river of
boulders entered the depositional basin, the faulted
margins of which were underlain by the San Juan Fm.
The large, rounded boulders also are abundant in the
Upper Member of the Gualcamayo Fm (Fig. 8C). They
were delivered to the basin even during deposition of
the shale that, according to the Laurentian microconti-
nent model, records the early subsidence of a peripher-
al foreland basin. The Middle to Upper Ordovician
strata were not deposited in a foreland basin; they rep-
resent a series of pull-apart or strike-slip basins with
the Las Vacas having been deposited in a manner simi-
lar to that of fan-delta conglomerates in strike-slip
basins, such as the Violin Breccia and Castaic Fm in
the Ridge Basin of California (Link, 2003) and the San
Onofre Breccia in the California continental border-
land (Howell et al., 1974).
The Laurentian microcontinent model requires that
the Middle-Upper Ordovician strata of the Pre-
cordillera be deposited in a foreland basin; thus, many
very different attempts have been made to reconcile the
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clear evidence of strike-slip basins and related exten-
sion with the framework of a continent-continent colli-
sion. Initially, post-collisional relaxation and rebound
were proposed (Astini et al, 1995; Astini, 1998a).
More, recently thick-skinned thrusts were proposed to
explain generation of the olistoliths of the Las Vacas
Fm (Thomas and Astini, 2003; Astini and Davila,
2004), but without reconciling the co-occurrence of
extreme compression required for the thrusts with the
extensional regime of the adjacent basins in which the
olistoliths were deposited, nor explaining the intimate
depositional relationship of the olistoliths with the
boulder conglomerate, nor explaining the occurrence of
Las Vacas boulders in the Gualcamayo Fm. Most
recently, Thomas and Astini (2005) proposed a third
alternative, namely thin-skinned thrusts to explain the
olistoliths. These hypotheses were proposed to explain
the Middle-Upper Ordovician stratigraphy that is spe-
cific to the Guandacol area, a very small part of the
Precordillera, but it is very different from correlative
successions in the rest of the Precordillera and in the
San Rafael region (Fig. 7).
It is readily apparent that the Middle-Upper Ordovi-
cian stratigraphy of the Precordillera represents deposi-
tion in strike-slip basins. The Laurentian microcontinent
model, on the other hand, requires that the stratigraphic
record be interpreted in the context of a collisional oro-
genic setting. Different attempts to do so, however, have
not been satisfactory. 
The initial, most apparent interpretation of the
Middle and Upper Ordovician stratigraphy, namely
that it represents strike-slip related extensional basins
(Borrello, 1969; von Gosen et al., 1995; Astini, 1998a,
b; Keller, 1999; Gleason et al., 2007, and several others),
is fully compatible with the parautochthonous model in
which these strike-slip basins developed along a trans-
form fault as Cuyania began its migration along the
margin of West Gondwana. However, these kind of
Stratigraphic correlation chart for Middle and Upper Ordovician strata at several key sections in the Precordillera and at San Rafael, con-
structed to show intervals of deposition and hiatuses and major types of sediments. Left hand scale is most recent chronostratigraphic correlation of
the Ordovician System and the correlation into it of graptolite and conodont zonations. Correlations of strata based on review of all pertinent papers
with biostratigraphic information (Finney et al., 2005a). HIR. Hirnantian Stage.
FIGURE 7
basins are incompatible with the Laurentian microcon-
tinent model.
Significance of the Middle Ordovician K-bentonites
The occurrence of numerous K-bentonite beds in
the upper San Juan Fm and overlying Gualcamayo Fm
of the Precordillera stratigraphic succession (Huff et
al., 1998) is regularly cited as evidence for the Lau-
rentian microcontinent model in which Cuyania was
approaching and in proximity to the Famatinian mag-
matic arc in Mid Ordovician time (Astini, 1998a; Asti-
ni and Thomas, 1999; Thomas et al., 2002; Thomas
and Astini, 2003; Astini and Rapalini, 2003; Fig. 9).
The age of the K-bentonite beds (~ 475-460 Ma) over-
laps with that (~ 490-460 Ma) of Famatinian grani-
toids, and the geochemistry of the K-bentonites is con-
sistent with their origin from subduction-related
explosive volcanism (Huff et al., 1998; Fanning et al.,
2004). Thus, it is highly probable that the K-bentonites
in the Precordillera succession represent ashes erupted
from volcanoes of the Famatinian arc (Baldo et al.,
2003; Fanning et al., 2004). However, contrary to most
interpretations, this does not support the Laurentian
model in which Cuyania was approaching the Famatinian
arc from the west (present coordinates). 
In recent paleogeographic reconstructions for Early
and Mid Ordovician time (Dalziel, 1997, figs. 16;
Cocks and Torsvik, 2002, figs. 4 and 5), the Famatinian
arc faces to the east and is located between the equator
and 30º S latitude. Assuming the same controls and
general patterns of atmospheric circulation as those
operating today, the prevailing winds in this paleolati-
tudinal belt, the southeast trade winds, would have
blown and thus carried volcanic ashes to the northwest
(Ordovician coordinates). This direction is opposite
that necessary to disperse the ashes to the Cuyania te-
rrane if it was approaching from the east (Ordovician
coordinates) as required by the Laurentian model
(Figs. 9 and 10). Instead, the ashes would have been
blown to the northwest to that part of Gondwana repre-
sented today by southeastern South America and south-
ern Africa, where we place the Cuyania terrane in Mid
Ordovician time. Confirmatory evidence for this inter-
pretation is provided by the recognition of altered
pyroclastic beds in the Balcarce Fm of the Tandilia
region, south of Buenos Aires (Dristas and Frisicale,
1987), which is correlated in part with the Lower
Ordovician (Poiré et al., 2003; Rapela et al., 2005c).
In citing the evidence from the K-bentonites, propo-
nents of the Laurentian microcontinent model fail to ask
the question “Which direction was the wind blowing?”
When that question is addressed, the occurrence of Mid-
dle Ordovician K-bentonite beds in the Precordillera is
found to be consistent with the parautochthonous model.
The paleolatitude used here to answer this question may be
questioned. Regardless, the question does need to be asked.
REEVALUATION OF CAMBRIAN PALEOMAGNETIC
DATA FOR CUYANIA
A paleomagnetically determined Cambrian paleolati-
tude of Cuyania is often cited as evidence for the origin of
Cuyania from the Ouachita embayment of Laurentia.
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Photograph of Las Vacas and Gualcamayo Fms in section
at Las Plantas Creek, near Guandacol in northern Precordillera. A)
and B) Conglomerate of Las Vacas composed of large rounded boul-
ders within which are floating large angular, limestone blocks of San
Juan Fm. C) Diamictite in upper member of Gualcamayo Fm with large
rounded “Las Vacas” boulders floating in matrix of black shale.
FIGURE 8
Rapalini and Astini (1998) established a paleomagnetic
pole for red beds of the Lower Cambrian Cerro Totora Fm
in Cuyania that indicated a paleolatitude of 20o S that was
consistent with the paleolatitude of the Ouachita embay-
ment of Laurentia and inconsistent with a Gondwanan
location for Cuyania in its present position relative to
South America. However, they did not consider that
Cuyania may have occupied a different position within
Gondwana. A Cambrian paleolatitude of ~20º S places
the Cuyania terrane on the southern margin of West
Gondwana (present coordinates) using the Cambrian
paleogeographic reconstructions of Hoffman (1991) and
Dalziel (1997), and recent refinements in the early Paleo-
zoic apparent polar wander path (APWP) for Gondwana
(Meert, 2003; McElhinny et al., 2003) result in a near-
equatorial position (~5-20º S) for the present southern tip
of South America at ~530 Ma with a narrow Iapetus
Ocean separating it from Laurentia (McElhinny et al.,
2003). This is consistent with the paleogeographic recon-
struction of Finney et al., (2005b, fig. 6; Fig. 5 herein),
and thus is fully consistent with the parautochthonous
model. The paleomagnetic data are consistent with a near
equatorial location of Cuyania in the Cambrian. 
REEVALUATION OF THE PALEOBIOGEOGRAPHIC
RECORD OF CUYANIA
Changing affinity of Early and Mid Ordovician
benthic and nektobenthic faunas
Most papers supporting the Laurentian microcontinent
model (Astini et al., 1995; Thomas and Astini, 1996;
Thomas and Astini, 2003; Thomas et al., 2004), or some
variation on it that involves a Laurentian origin (Dalziel,
1997; Keller, 1999), invoke as evidence changes in affini-
ties of Early and Mid Ordovician benthic faunas of the
Precordillera.  Typically, they include figures (e.g., Astini
et al., 1995, fig. 7; Thomas and Astini, 2003, fig. 2;
Benedetto et al., 1995, fig. 1; Dalziel, 1997, fig. 7) show-
ing that the percentage of genera of Laurentian affinity in
the overall fauna decreases through the Lower and Middle
Ordovician succession, while the percentages of endemic
and Gondwanan genera increase (Fig. 11). Given the
assumption that the larvae of benthic biota, such as bra-
chiopods, can be dispersed across oceanic distances of
only 1500 km, the changing composition of benthic fau-
nas has been used, for example, to recognize an isolation
stage for Cuyania when it was far removed from both
Laurentia and Gondwana during late Early to early Mid
Ordovician time, as well as earlier Laurentian and later
pre-accretion and Gondwanan stages (Benedetto, 1998).
Thomas and Astini (1996, p. 756) went so far as to claim
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Schematic diagram illustrating the
collision of Cuyania with the Famatina mag-
matic arc, according to the Laurentian micro-
continent model. Note the dispersal of vol-
canic ash westward from the Famatina arc to
the foreland basin on the Cuyania terrane.
Modified from Thomas and Astini (2003).
FIGURE 9
Mid Ordovician paleogeographic reconstruction accord-
ing to the Parautohcthonous model showing wind directions, Famatina
volcanic arc, and alternative positions for Cuyania. Black triangle
marks location of altered pyroclastic beds in Balcarce Fm of the
Tandilia region of Argentina.
FIGURE 10
that from 495 Ma to 470 Ma (i.e. during Early to early
Mid Ordovician time) “the Precordillera received no fau-
nal migrants from either Laurentia or Gondwana, indicat-
ing ~ 1,000 km of open ocean separation from both Lau-
rentia and Gondwana.” More recently, Thomas et al.
(2004) state: “Endemic faunas replaced the Cambrian
Laurentian faunas by Early Ordovician time, indicating
isolation of the Precordillera after rifting from Laurentia.”
Brachiopods
It is necessary to challenge these interpretations of,
and statements on, the paleobiogeography of benthic fau-
nas of the Precordillera, which have become so widely
repeated in the literature that they have become funda-
mental assumptions. The use of percentages gives a very
different perspective to the data than does the use of actual
numbers of genera. The only means to really check this is
to use the percentages given for each brachiopod zone in
fig. 7 of Astini et al. (1995), Fig. 12 herein, and the full
list of genera for each zone found in table 1 of Benedetto
(1998). What one finds is that the percentage of Toquima-
Table Head (or Laurentian) genera decreases in succes-
sive brachiopod zones through the Lower and lower Mid-
dle Ordovician: from 90% in the Archaeorthis zone to
60% in the Huacoella-Niquivilia zones to 65% in the
Monorthis zone to 60% in the Ahtiella zone (Fig. 12). Yet,
the number of genera varies greatly with the Ahtiella zone
having nearly twice as many genera as any of the other
zones. If one uses the percentages and the total number of
genera to determine the actual number of Laurentian genera
appearing for the first time in each zone, one finds that
that number increases dramatically in the Ahtiella zone
(Table 1). These data conflict completely with the state-
ment of Thomas and Astini (1996) regarding no faunal
migrants reaching Cuyania from Laurentia in the Early to
early Mid Ordovician. A large number of Laurentian bra-
chiopods genera, 24 in fact, did reach Cuyania during this
time, as well as an appreciable number of Laurentian
trilobite genera (namely the genera Holia, Peltabellia,
Uromystrum and Ectenonotus reported by Vaccari, 1994,
p. 113). These data also indicate that the number of Lau-
rentian brachiopod genera that dispersed to Cuyania in
the early Mid Ordovician is two to three times greater
than the number that migrated during the time represented
by any zone in the Lower Ordovician. What does this
mean? Obviously, the statement of Thomas et al. (2004)
that endemic genera replace Laurentian genera in the Ear-
ly Ordovician is not accurate given that the number of
Laurentian genera actually increased. In addition, the data
of Benedetto (1998) demonstrate that dispersal between
Laurentia and Cuyania was far easier and more efficient
and accomplished by more genera during the time,
according to the Laurentian model, that Cuyania was
nearing Gondwana and was farthest from Laurentia. 
In subsequent papers (e.g., Benedetto, 1998;
Benedetto et al., 1999) data from all the Lower Ordovi-
cian brachiopods zones (Archaeorthis to Monorthis)
are grouped together as Arenig and compared to the
data from the Ahtiella zone, a single zone taken to re-
present the Llanvirn. This, of course, presents a very
different impression of faunal changes, with the Lower
Ordovician faunas appearing to have far greater num-
bers of Laurentian genera in comparison to the Middle
Ordovician faunas.
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Variation in provincial affinity of benthic faunas of Pre-
cordillera, expressed in terms of percentage of genera. Modified from
Benedetto et al. (1995, fig. 1). Time intervals: Camb - Middle to Late
Cambrian; Arenig - middle to late Arenig (late Early Ordovician); Llanv
- early Llanvirn (mid Mid Ordovician); Carad - early Caradoc (early
Late Ordovician); Ashg - Hirnantian (late Late Ordovician).
FIGURE 11
Variation in biogeographic affinity of Lower to Middle
Ordovician brachiopod faunas of the San Juan Fm. Modified from Asti-
ni et al. (1995, fig. 7). Ar: Archaeorthis Zone; H: Huacoella Zone; N:
Niquivilia Zone; M: Monorthis Zone; Ah: Ahtiella Zone; T-Th: Toquima-
Table Head Province; C: Celtic Province; E: endemic genera.
FIGURE 12
Regardless, the biogeography of the benthic faunas is
compatible with the parautochthonous model. The primary
control on the distribution of the Laurentian fauna, as it is
for all benthic invertebrates, is water temperature, which,
in turn, is related to paleolatitude. In addition, strong
westward flowing (early Paleozoic coordinates) equatorial
currents readily would have dispersed the larvae from
Laurentia and to Cuyania, a carbonate platform located in
the tropics on the southern margin of Gondwana (Figs. 5
and 10). Given these paleolatitudes and current directions,
Gondwanan taxa or taxa endemic to Cuyania would not
have dispersed to Laurentia, a phenomenon noted and dis-
cussed by Benedetto (1998) and Benedetto et al. (1999). 
Conodonts
Proponents of the Laurentian microcontinent model
have also invoked the paleobiogeography of latest Cambrian
to Mid Ordovician conodonts of Cuyania as supporting evi-
dence. Again, the interpretations of this evidence are chal-
lenged. The latest Cambrian Clavohamulus hintzei of the
North American Midcontinent conodont faunal province
occurs in both Laurentia and Cuyania (Lehnert et al.,
1997), and Astini (1998a) and Astini and Rapalini (2003)
cite this as evidence to support the Laurentian microconti-
nent model. However, the Midcontinent faunal province is
not restricted to Laurentia; it is representative of shallow
warm-water marine environments (Bergström, 1990); and
C. hintzei, as well as other Midcontinent province con-
odonts, also occurs in Australia. Thus, in the parautochtho-
nous model, the occurrence of C. hintzei can be readily
attributed to the low paleolatitude of Cuyania and to larval
dispersal by oceanic currents. 
In upper Lower Ordovician strata of Cuyania, i.e. in
the lower part of the San Juan Fm in the Precordillera and
within Ponón Trehué Fm in the San Rafael area, conodont
faunas of the North Atlantic province replace those of the
Midcontinent province at a stratigraphic level correspond-
ing to a global transgression (Lehnert et al., 1998). The
North Atlantic conodont faunal province reflects cool-
water and is developed in shallow-water platform settings
at high paleolatitudes and in deeper-water outer shelf and
slope settings at low paleolatitudes. From the distributions
of the Midcontinent and North Atlantic faunal provinces,
Lehnert et al. (1998, 1999) concluded that Cuyania was
derived from the southern margin of Laurentia at low
paleolatitude and that by the late Mid to early Late
Ordovician it was located at high paleolatitude, a conside-
rable distance away from Laurentia and near to Gond-
wana - conclusions that were cited most recently by Asti-
ni and Rapalini (2003) as evidence of the Laurentian
origin of the Precordillera. This assertion is here chal-
lenged. According to the Laurentian microcontinent model,
Cuyania separated from Laurentia well before accumula-
tion of strata with Midcontinent province conodonts, and
although originally conceived as defining separate geo-
graphic provinces, the Midcontinent and North Atlantic
conodont provinces are now interpreted as reflecting pri-
marily differences in water temperature (Sweet and
Bergström, 1984; Bergström, 1990). Thus, the occurrence
of Midcontinent conodonts in Cuyania reflects paleolati-
tude (expressed in water temperature) and oceanic larval
dispersal and not necessarily any direct connection to
Laurentia. Besides Cuyania and Laurentia, Midcontinent
province conodonts are common in shallow-water sedi-
ments that accumulated at low paleolatitude in Australia
in the Mid Ordovician (Webby et al., 2000), indicating
that larval transport by oceanic currents could readily dis-
perse Midcontinent conodonts from Laurentia to Cuyania
on the southern margin of West Gondwana. The replace-
ment of Midcontinent faunas by North Atlantic faunas
correlates with a global sea-level rise and can be
explained by a change in water temperature attributed to
the sea-level rise and possibly also to the movement of
Cuyania to higher paleolatitudes associated with the over-
all long-term migration of Gondwana (Fig. 5). 
Further complicating paleogeographic interpretations is
the statistical analysis by Albanesi and Bergström (2002; in
press) that demonstrates that conodont faunas of the Lower
to Middle Ordovician successions of the Precordillera and
the Marathon region of Texas become more similar upsec-
tion with conodont faunas of the lower Middle Ordovician of
the Precordillera dominated by Laurentian taxa. According
to proponents of the Laurentian microcontinent model, these
conodont faunas should become more dissimilar upsection
as a result of the increasing distance and change in paleolati-
tudes between Laurentia and Cuyania. From this, it follows
that conodont paleobiogeography must be used with caution
in paleogeographic reconstructions.
Albanesi and Barnes (2000) invoked the Laurentian
microcontinent model as a cause for major environmental
perturbations and geographic isolation during deposition of
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Genera/Zone Ar H-N M Ah
Number 6 11 8 19
Laurentian 90%=5 60%=6 65%=5 60%=11
Celtic 10%=1 20%=2 30%=3 35%=7
Endemic 0 25%=3 0 5%=1
Holdovers from next lower zone 0 1 4 3
Non-Laurentian Holdovers from 0 0 2 2
next lower zone
New Laurentian genera 5 6 3 10
appearing in zone
Variation of biogeographic affinities of Lower and Middle
Ordovician brachiopod faunas of the San Juan Fm, showing actual
number of genera in each zone calculated from the percentage gen-
era in each zone given by Astini et al. (1995, fig. 7; which is Fig.
12 here) and the total number of genera for each zone given in
Benedetto (1998, table 1). Resulting numbers are rounded to single
integers. Abbreviations for brachiopod zones as in Fig. 12.
TABLE 1
the lower Gualcamayo Fm that provided the opportunity for
allopatric speciation in the Paroistodus horridus to P. origi-
nalis conodont lineage by means of microevolution of
endemic subspecies. In turn, Astini (1998a; Astini and
Rapalini, 2003) used this interpretation, which is based on
geographic isolation of intermediate subspecies, in support
of the argument for the geographic isolation of the Pre-
cordillera. However, given that Middle Ordovician conodont
faunas of the Precordillera are diverse, that endemic species
are few (and would be expected in diverse faunas), and that
most species are globally widespread, the occurrence of two,
short-lived endemic subspecies as evidence for drifting and
isolation of the Cuyania terrane is surely overstated. More
surprising is the fact that the evolutionary lineage occurs in
strata interpreted as foreland basin sediments recording the
docking of Cuyania with Gondwana. Thus, on the one hand
Astini (Astini and Rapalini, 2003) argues that the conodont
lineage represents isolation of Cuyania, while on the other,
he interprets the strata containing the conodont lineage to
have been deposited during the collision of Cuyania with
Gondwana (Astini et al., 1995; Thomas and Astini, 1996;
and several others). Neither Albanesi and Barnes (2000) nor
Astini and Rapalini (2003) considered other models for pro-
ducing the environmental perturbations and geographic iso-
lation that may have influenced the micro-evolutionary
event. The parautochthonous model with Cuyania as a car-
bonate platform on the margin of Gondwana, experiencing
extension and subsidence of several pull-apart basins along a
transform fault, surely would have. 
Conclusion
Taken together, the evidence from the Early to early
Mid Ordovician benthic faunas, primarily brachiopods
and nektobenthic conodonts, is consistent with the para-
autochthonus model but has several significant inconsis-
tencies with the Laurentian microcontinent model, and in
some instances these paleobiogeographic data have been
misused or misrepresented.
Affinity of benthic shallow-water Cambrian trilo-
bite faunas
The presence of shallow-water trilobites of Laurentian
affinity in Cambrian strata in the Precordillera, particularly
olenellid trilobites and the problematic fossil Salterella in
upper Lower Cambrian strata, is the most compelling evi-
dence for a Laurentian origin of Cuyania. It is the ulti-
mate argument used by proponents of the Laurentian
microcontinent model to negate inconsistencies of their
model with any other evidence (e.g., detrital zircon age
populations). Nevertheless, Cambrian trilobite paleobio-
geography is not inconsistent with the parautochthonous
model. In fact, the abundance, diversity, and distribution
of trilobites in Cambrian strata of the Precordillera are
consistent with Cuyania having been a carbonate platform
in tropical waters on the southern margin (present coordi-
nates) of West Gondwana during the Cambrian.
According to the Laurentian microcontinent model
(Thomas and Astini, 1996), Cuyania had migrated past
the Alabama promontory and was completely separated
from Laurentia by Mid Cambrian time and was well into
the Iapetus Ocean by Late Cambrian time (Fig. 2). The
Laurentian model requires, therefore, that Mid and Late
Cambrian shallow-water, Laurentian trilobites dispersed
across oceanic waters in order to invade Cuyania. Why
couldn’t late Early Cambrian trilobites, largely olenellids,
have done the same?
General distribution
Cambrian trilobites are irregularly distributed through
the carbonate stratigraphic successions of the Pre-
cordillera (Keller et al., 1994; Vaccari, 1994), which are
composed of inner and outer platform carbonate facies
with the former occurring in more or less continuous
(autochthonous) sections exposed in the eastern and cen-
tral Precordillera and the latter occurring only in olis-
toliths within the Los Sombreros and Estancia San Isidro
formations and related strata along the western margin of
the central Precordillera (Fig. 3). Pelagic agnostids, abun-
dant and diverse in outer platform facies, are cosmopoli-
tan, but the benthic polymeroids of both inner and outer
platform facies are mainly of Laurentian affinity. In inner
platform facies (the La Laja, Zonda, La Flecha and lower
La Silla formations and, in the northernmost Pre-
cordillera, the Cerro Totora and Los Hornos formations),
trilobites are common and diverse in only a few zonal
intervals (Bordonaro, 2003), e.g. the Upper Cambrian
Crepicephalus Zone (Fig. 6). Most zones are represented
by few species (e.g. 4 species in the Olenellus Zone in the
La Laja Fm, but only 1 for that zone in the Cerro Totora
Fm; 2 in the Middle Cambrian Bolaspidella Zone; only
one in the Upper Cambrian Aphelaspis Zone and two in
the Upper Cambrian Saukia Zone). Some zones (e.g.
Cedaria Zone, and Dunderbergia to Prosaukia Zones) are
not represented because coeval strata (e.g. the Zonda and
Los Hornos formations and part of the the La Flecha Fm)
lack trilobites; other zones (particularly Albertella and
Plaguira-Poliella) are missing at the lower Middle Cam-
brian Hawke Bay hiatus (Bordonaro, 2003). These gaps
are similar to, but not identical to, the successions in the
Appalachians, where some zones are not represented. 
Upper Cambrian
In the Upper Cambrian La Flecha Fm, which bears the
richest trilobite fauna of the Precordillera that includes
ten Laurentian genera, many of the species are endemic to
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the Precordillera (35% according to Vaccari, 1994), and
some of the genera are represented by species that are not
known from the Appalachians, but instead from far
removed areas, such as Montana (namely, Crepicephalus
brevispinus and Pemphigaspis cagnasi).  Other Laurentian
genera are represented by few fragmentary specimens of
uncertain identification (Coosella by one pygidium;
Coosina by one pygidium; Kingstonia – one species by
three pygidia and one unidentified species by three crani-
dia).  The La Flecha Fm, according to Vaccari (1994),
which represents the nearly complete Upper Cambrian of
the Precordillera, includes three trilobite zones: the Crepi-
cephalus Zone with ten species representing nine genera
(at least two of which are based on single fragmentary
specimens not identifiable at species level); the Aphe-
laspis Zone with two species (one unidentified) represent-
ing two genera; the Saukia Zone with two species repre-
senting two genera. In an un-named unit of the outer
platform facies near Mendoza, which according to Here-
dia (pers. comm., 2005) occurs in olistoliths in the
Estancia San Isidro Fm, the lowest Upper Cambrian
Cedaria Zone is represented by four or five different
genera, only one of which is represented by an identi-
fiable species, and that species is endemic (Bordonaro,
2003). In other olistoliths with outer platform facies, the
Crepicephalus Zone is recognized by two identified
species and two unidentified species representing four
genera; the Elvinia Zone is recognized from four species
(two Laurentian and two endemic) representing two
genera; the Saukia Zone is based on endemic or unidenti-
fiable species of three non-agnostid genera (Bordonaro,
2003). In contrast, in the southern Applachians (Resser,
1938), trilobites are found only in the Nolichucky Fm of
the lower Upper Cambrian. They represent only the
Cedaria and Crepecephalus zones, which include, respec-
tively, 17 species in 11 genera and more than 100 species
in 16 genera. Higher trilobite zones are not represented in
the southern Appalachians. Similar large disparities in
numbers of genera, relative to the Precordillera, have
been reported for the Elvinia and Saukia zones of the cen-
tral and northern Appalachians and in the more or less
complete succession of Upper Cambrian zones of the
Llano Uplift of Texas (Lochman-Balk and Wilson, 1958). 
Middle Cambrian
Comparison between Middle Cambrian trilobite fau-
nas of the Precordillera and Laurentia is similar to that of
the Upper Cambrian with the faunas of the Precordillera
being a small sample of those of eastern Laurentia and
with several endemic species and genera. These are
reviewed in descending stratigraphic order. Thirteen genera
occur in the Bolaspidella Zone of eastern North America
in primarily cratonic sequences of the Appalachians. Only
two genera, both of Laurentian affinity but represented by
unidentified species, have been reported from the La Laja
Fm (Bordonaro, 2003). In outer platform facies in olis-
toliths, this zone is represented by abundant, diverse
agnostids and by five genera of polymeroids represented
by endemic species (Borrello, 1971). The Bathyuriscus
(or Ehmaniella) Zone is represented in the La Laja Fm by
four genera with six species, all of which are endemic. In
olistoliths, the coeval Oryctocephalus Zone includes five
genera that also occur in Laurentia. However, two of
these (Tonkinella and Oryctocephalus) occur on paleo-
plates that were distributed worldwide in tropical and
temperate latitudinal belts during the Cambrian (Sher-
gold, 1969; Gozalo et al., 2003). Coeval faunas from the
southern Appalachians include 4 to 7 genera with 12 gen-
era reported from the entire eastern United States. The
Glossopleura Zone is the lowest zone of the Middle Cam-
brian above the Hawke Bay Hiatus. It is found only in
outer platform facies in olistoliths and is represented by
five genera, two of which are endemic to the Pre-
cordillera. Of the other three genera, one is known else-
where only from the northwestern Mexico and is repre-
sented in Argentina by an endemic species, and a second
is represented in the Precordillera by two endemic species
(Borrello, 1971; Bordonaro, 2003). In contrast, the Glo-
ssopleura Zone in eastern North America contains more
than 15 genera, and, in the southern Appalachians, it is
represented by an average of 10-13 species in 8 to 10
genera. The Middle Cambrian trilobites of the La Laja Fm
are currently under study by Osvaldo Bordonaro and Brian
Pratt (pers. comm., 2005), who are discovering that a
higher percentage of the species are Laurentian rather
than endemic. Nevertheless, the Middle Cambrian trilo-
bite faunas of the Precordillera, as with those of the
Upper Cambrian, are of lower diversity than those of the
Appalachians and include a significant number of endemic
taxa. This comparison to faunas of the Appalachians is
considered essential for testing the Laurentian microcon-
tinent model because Middle Cambrian strata accumulated
only in narrow belts on the eastern and western margins
of Laurentia and, according to the model, Cuyania
migrated past the southern end of the eastern belt during
the Mid Cambrian (Fig. 2). 
Lower Cambrian
Olenellid trilobites inhabited shallow seas in eastern
North America and in Cuyania in the late Early Cambrian,
and the olenellids of the Precordillera are genera consid-
ered to be of “Laurentian” affinity. However, in order to
truly evaluate this relationship, one must first appreciate the
taxonomic composition of the olenellids and their global
distribution through their entire Early Cambrian history.
Olenellids are a large taxonomic group, the Suborder
Olenellina (Table 2) within the Order Redlichiida and
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restricted to the Lower Cambrian, except for one genus.
The Order Redlichiida also includes the Suborder
Redlichiina with two superfamilies, the superfamily
Redlichioidea largely restricted to the Lower Cambrian
but with a few genera ranging into the lower Middle
Cambrian, and the superfamily Paradoxidoidea that
ranges from the upper Lower to the Middle Cambrian.
The olenellids characterize shallow shelf trilobite faunas
of Laurentia, Siberia, Gondwana/ Perigondwana (limited
to Portugal, Spain, Germany, and Morocco), Avalonia,
and Baltica (Fig. 13). Redlichiid trilobites characterize
shallow shelf trilobite faunas of Antarctica, Australia, the
various paleoplates of China and East Asia, basically East
Gondwana and Kazakhstan. Trilobites of both realms
overlap in Morocco, southern Europe and Siberia (Pillola,
1990; McKerrow et al., 1992).
There also was paleobiogeographic differentiation
within the olenellids with most genera restricted to one of
five paleoplates: Laurentia, Siberia, Gondwana/Perigond-
wana, Siberia, Baltica, and Avalonia. Figure 14 and Table
2 show the distribution of olenellid genera among these
paleoplates. The argument for the Laurentian affinity of
the Precordillera is based on the restriction to Laurentia
of trilobites of the genus Olenellus and closely related
genera. However, this assumption must be re-evaluated
for the following reasons. 
1. Some olenellids occur on more than one paleoplate.
Fallotaspis has for instance been recorded from Lauren-
tia, Siberia, Gondwana, and Avalonia. Kjerulfia is known
from Baltica, Avalonia, and Gondwana (Morocco).
Holmia occurs in Baltica, Siberia, and Gondwana.
Paranevadella and Nevadia occur in Laurentia and
Siberia. 
2. Much of the paleogeographic differentiation of
olenellids reflects geologic time (stratigraphic position).
Olenellus and the other closely related genera, naturally
grouped together in the Family Olenellidae, evolved and
diversified during the late Early Cambrian, a time in
which few other olenellids existed elsewhere in the world
(Fig. 14), having largely gone extinct on the other paleo-
plates at the end of mid Early Cambrian, probably due to
unfavorable environmental conditions. Thus, although
genera of the Olenellidae evolved and diversified within
Laurentia, their chances of dispersing to other paleoplates
were minimal in light of the fact that conditions must not
have been favorable on the other paleoplates for whatever
reason. The opposite appears to be the case in the early
Early Cambrian when olenellids of the Family Fallotaspi-
dae were able to evolve and diversity on the Siberian and
Gondwana/Perigondwana paleoplates, while conditions
were unfavorable for olenellids in Laurentia, Avalonia,
and Baltica. One of the earliest olenellids Fallotaspis,
however, was able to disperse among Siberia and Gond-
wana/Perigondwana and then later to Laurentia and Ava-
lonia (Lieberman, 2002). The mid Early Cambrian was a
time of diversification of olenellids on all paleoplates and
dispersal between them (Table 2; Fig. 14).  In the mid
Early Cambrian, several genera occur on more than one
paleoplate (Kjerulfia, Holmia, Nevadia, Paranevadella
and possibly Andalusiana and Selindella). In addition,
most families of mid Early Cambrian olenellids (Holmi-
idae, Archaeaspididae, Judomiidae, Nevadiidae) are com-
posed of genera distributed among more than one paleo-
plate (Table 2). Thus, when diversity of olenellids was
highest and favorable conditions were present on most
paleoplates, there was significant dispersal of olenellids
between paleoplates. 
3. Olenellids in the Precordillera are stratigraphically
restricted, correlating with a very short interval in the
upper Lower Cambrian – the middle and lower upper
Olenellus zone (Fig. 14). This correlation is based on the
occurrence in the Precordillera of species of four
genera/subgenera: Olenellus (Mesolenellus) based on one
endemic species, Fremontella based on one endemic
species, Bristolia based on specimens unidentifiable at
species level, and Arcuolenellus based on one endemic
species. The number of available specimens as reported in
the literature is very small. The recognition of Fremontel-
la is based on three small fragments of cephalons from
the Villicum range (Borrello, 1963) and one small frag-
ment of a cephalon from the Sierra de Zonda (Borrello,
1964), both in the La Laja Fm. Bordonaro (1986) later
described Olenellus (Mesolenellus) from the La Laja Fm
from the Sierra de Zonda on the basis of seven listed frag-
mentary specimens of the species O.(M.) zondaensis and
five very fragmentary specimens of an unidentified
species. Also, he reported seven very small fragments as
an unidentified species of Bristolia. In contrast, Arcuo-
lenellus megafrontalis is based on a large number (~ 30) of
very well preserved specimens from the Cerro Totora Fm
(Vaccari, 1988), but these are from only a single, thin
(~ 20 cm) shale interval at the very top of the formation
and nowhere else in the section that is several tens of
meters thick. One incomplete glabella from the Los Túne-
les olistolith in the Río Jáchal section is referred to
Olenellus? (Vaccari and Bordonaro, 1993). From this
olistolith, Vaccari and Bordonaro (1993) also described a
new, endemic species of the ptychoparid trilobite Sombre-
rella, which elsewhere occurs only in the Lower Cambri-
an of Sonora, Mexico. Finally, Astini et al. (2004) report
olenellids, unidentified at family, genus, or species level,
occurring with Salterella in the Ancaucha olistolith. This
is the total report of olenellids from the Precordillera.
4. Lower Cambrian strata and thus olenellids are
absent in that part of Laurentia surrounding the Ouachita
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embayment. The nearest Lower Cambrian strata with
trilobites are to the east in the southernmost Appalachians
of Alabama and to the west in Sonora, Mexico, eastern
California, and Nevada. In the Appalachians, the oldest
trilobites are those of the upper Lower Cambrian, in par-
ticular the middle and upper parts of the Olenellus Zone;
thus they are coeval with the olenellids of the Pre-
cordillera. They occur from Alabama to western New-
foundland in a vertical facies succession that includes
Antietam Quartzite, Shady Dolomite, and the Rome Fm
in the southern Appalachians and comparable facies to the
north (Resser, 1938; Palmer, 1971). A total of five species
of Olenellus and one of Wanneria have been reported
from numerous localities in the southern Appalachians. In
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Order Redlichiida
Suborder Olenellina
Superfamily Olenelloidea                                                 Superfamily Fallotaspidoidea
Family Olenelllidae                                                            Family Fallotaspididae
Subfamily Olenellinae Subfamily Fallotaspidinae
Olenellus Fallotaspis G, A, S, L
(Olenellus) L Eofallotaspis G
(Angustolenellus) L (Scotland only) Lenallina S
© (Mesolenellus) L Parafallotaspis L
(Mesonacis) L (including Scotland) Pelmanaspis S
(Paedumias) L (including Scotland) Profallotaspis S
© Fremontella L                                                                Subfamily Daguinaspidinae   
Mummaspis L Daguinaspis G
Subfamily Biceratopsinae Choubertella G
Biceratops L ?Wolynaspis B
Peachella L                                                                Family Archaeaspididae
Subfamily Bristoliinae Archaeaspis S, L
© Bristolia L Bradyfallotaspis L
© Arcuolenellus L Fallotaspidella S
Bolbolenellus L Geraldinella L
Nephrolenellus L Selindella S
Subfamily Gabriellinae                                                   Family Judomiidae
Gabriellus L Judomia S
Subfamily Laudoniinae Judomiella S
Laudonia L Paranevadella S, L
?Olenelloides L (Scotland only) Sinskia S
Subfamily Wanneriinae                                                   Family Neltneriidae
Wanneria L Neltneria G
Family Holmiidae Bondonella G
Subfamily Holmiinae                                                      Family Nevadiidae
Holmia B, S, G Nevadia L, S
Andalusiana A, G, B? Buenellus L, ?S
Cambropallas G (lowest Middle Cambrian) Cirquella L
Elliptocephala L Nevadella L
Esmeraldina L Pseudojudomia S
Holmiella L
Iyouella G
Palmettaspis L                                               Suborder Redlichiina
Schmidtiellus B                                                         122 genera and subgenera
Subfamily Callaviinae                                                    distributed among 12 Sub-
Callavia A                                                                families and 16 Families in 
Kjerulfia B, G, A                                                                    2 Superfamilies
Occurrences in Precordillera (©), Laurentia (L), Baltica (B), Siberia (S), Avalonia (A), and Gondwana/Perigondwana (G),
which is limited to Morocco and Spain.
Classifation of olenellid trilobites, following Palmer and Repina (1993, 1997).TABLE 2
the western Cordillera of North America, olenellid-bearing
strata range from the upper “Fallotaspis” Zone to the top
of the Lower Cambrian (Fig. 14), and almost all of the
Laurentian olenellid genera have been reported from this
region with many genera represented by many species
(e.g. Palmer and Halley, 1979). Of the “Laurentian” genera
in the Precordillera, Fremontella is known only from
Alabama; Arcuolenellus is known only from the western
Cordillera; Bristolia is known from the southern western
Cordillera and Greenland; Olenellus (Mesolenellus) is
known from the western Cordillera and Greenland. 
5. Given the information in 3 and 4, it follows that the
olenellid fauna of the Precordillera is a very small sam-
ple, in terms of both diversity and abundance, of the
coeval olenellid fauna of Laurentia. In addition, although
Cuyania must have been in part adjacent to the southern
Appalachians in late Early Cambrian time, according to
the Laurentian microcontinent model, the fauna of the
Precordillera is endemic at the species level and its genera
are more representative of the western Cordillera. 
6. The enigmatic fossil Salterella together with
unidentified (or unidentifiable) olenellids in the Ancaucha
olistolith is offered as convincing evidence of the Lau-
rentian origin of Cuyania (Astini et al., 2004). As with
genera of the Olenellidae, Salterella is known only from
Laurentia, where it is widespread and occurs with Olenel-
lus and associated genera. However, Salterella is most
abundant and widespread in Laurentia in carbonate rocks,
such as the Shady Dolomite of the southern AppAlachians
and correlative carbonates to the north, that contain not
only Olenellus but also archaeocyathids and the olenellid
Wanneria (Fritz and Yochelson, 1988; Resser, 1938;
Palmer, 1971). Therefore, it is notable that Wanneria and
archaeocyathids do not occur in the Precordillera in
coeval carbonate rocks in the La Laja Fm and in skeletal
limestones with Salterella in the Ancaucha olistolith. 
Given the reasons listed above, the location of Cuya-
nia within southern Laurentia in the Early Cambrian is
questioned. If it was, its outer margin would have been
more-or-less continuous with Lower Cambrian strata of
the southern Appalachians. Why are the olenellids of the
Precordillera not more abundant and diverse? Why are the
species endemic? Why are there more genera from the
western Cordillera? Why are there no archaeocyathids
and Wanneria with Salterella? 
On the other hand, the Cambrian trilobite evidence is
compatible with the parautochthonous model. On the
southern margin of West Gondwana, Cuyania in the Early
Cambrian would have been a carbonate platform in the
tropics, west of Laurentia and directly within the path of
westward flowing equatorial currents. Almost all of West
Gondwana was mountainous terrain covered with silici-
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Reconstruction of Early Cambrian global paleogeography showing the distribution of the Olenellina and Redlichiina trilobite realms (se-
parated by dashed lines) relative to distributions and paleolatitudes of continents.  Diagonal lines show regions where trilobites of both realms co-
occur.  Modified from Forty and Owen (1997, fig. 208).
FIGURE 13
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Ranges of Olenellina within the principal paleogeographic regions of the Early Cambrian world.  Modified from Palmer and Repina
(1993, 1997, fig. 254). Includes paleobiogeographic information from Geyer and Elicki (1995) and Geyer and Palmer (1995).  Does not include new
genera Tesellus, Montezumaspis, and Grandinasus erected by Hollingsworth (2005, 2006), nor the genera Fritzolenellus, Lochmanolenellus, Ple-
sionevadia, Cambroinyoella, Callavalonia, and Sdzuyomia erected by Lieberman (1998, 2001).  Except for Cambroinyoella, these new genera were
based on taxonomic reassignment of existing species. Their paleobiogeographic and biostratigraphic distributions do not significantly alter the distri-
butions shown. Following cladistic analysis, Lieberman (2002) has significantly revised the high taxonomic classification of the Olenellina from that
shown, primarily by erecting and/or revising superfamilies.  Table 2 is based on the same information.
FIGURE 14
clastic sediment following the Brasiliano/Pan-African
orogenies. Given the complete absence of trilobite bear-
ing Cambrian strata in all of West Gondwana except
Morocco, far removed at high southern paleolatitude, the
only way in which trilobite faunas could have populated
Cuyania would have been by larval dispersal from Lau-
rentia, and that larvae likely would have included “Lau-
rentian” olenellids as well as Salterella. Several genera of
olenellids were able to migrate across narrow oceans and
between paleoplates in early Early and mid Early Cambri-
an time. Thus, there is no reason to assume that some
genera could not do so again in late Early Cambrian time.
Per Ahlberg (pers. comm., 2005), who has worked and
published extensively on olenellids, supports this in a
written communication quoted as follows: “Endemism is
so pronounced among the olenellid trilobites and it is
obvious that they could not disperse across wide oceans.
Some genera, however, seem to occur on more than one
paleocontinent. Fallotaspis has for instance been recorded
from both Siberia and Gondwana, Kjerulfia is known
from Baltica and Gondwana (Morocco), and Holmia
occurs in Baltica and Siberia. Thus, it appears likely that
their larvae could disperse across narrow oceans, provided
that the environment was roughly the same on both sides
of the ocean.Your model with dispersal of Olenellus and
Olenellus-like trilobites from Laurentia westwards across
a narrow ocean to the Precordillera terrane seems not
unlikely.”
It is significant that before the terrane hypothesis,
trilobite experts (Palmer, 1972; Ross, 1975; Bordonaro
and Banchig, 1995) attributed the paleobiogeography of
Cambrian trilobites, including the occurrence of Laurentian
trilobites in the Precordillera, to latitudinal or climatic
belts and to dispersal by ocean currents. While some of
these experts later invoked the terrane hypothesis, i.e. the
Laurentian microcontinent model, it was not because they
claimed that the alternative - dispersal by oceanic currents
- was deficient. Finally, Benedetto (2003) states that the
inner-shelf Olenellid trilobite Realm in the Precordillera
cannot be explained by patterns of oceanic circulation,
due to the fact that dispersion of benthic organisms across
oceanic basins can only be achieved, at most, by a few
eurytopic genera but never by the fauna as a whole. Of
the eleven genera and subgenera of olenellids within the
middle and lower upper parts of the Olenellus zone of
Laurentia, only four occur in the Precordillera, generally
in very low abundance and represented by endemic
species. Although Salterella occurs in the Precordillera,
the olenellid Wanneria and archaeocyathids that commonly
occur with Salterella in Laurentia (Fritz and Yochelson,
1988) are absent. Thus, the fauna of the Precordillera is a
very small sample of the “Laurentian” fauna; a situation
that, according to Benedetto (2003), is consistent with
dispersal by oceanic circulation.
Conclusion
The distribution of trilobites in Middle and Upper
Cambrian strata of the Precordillera follows the pattern
established in the upper Lower Cambrian with the degree
of affinities between faunas of the Precordillera and Lau-
rentia varying with intensity of oceanic circulation, evolu-
tion of trilobite faunas and their dispersal abilities, evolu-
tion of facies within the carbonate platform of Cuyania,
changes in sea level, and changes in the distance between
and the relative paleolatitudes of Cuyania and Laurentia. 
An objection to the parautochthonous model is the
difference in trilobite faunas between Cuyania and East
Gondwana, particularly Antarctica. Given that Antarctica
was to the west of Cuyania in the Cambrian and that
equatorial currents flow to the west, it is highly unlikely
that redlichiid trilobites of East Gondwana would have
dispersed eastwards to Cuyania. Whether or not olenellid
trilobites dispersed westward to Antarctica is difficult to
determine because of their brief existence in Cuyania and
the very limited and incomplete Cambrian fossil record
for Antarctica (Palmer and Gatehouse, 1972; Palmer and
Rowell, 1995). Some non-olenellid, benthic trilobites of
Laurentian affinity did disperse to East Gondwana in the
Early Cambrian, namely Bonnia and Kootenia, and the
lower Upper Cambrian Aphelaspis Zone of Laurentia is
recognized in the Minaret Fm of Antarctica by the occur-
rence of Laurentian species (Shergold and Webers, 1992).
At other times there may have been barriers to westward
circulation and dispersal of “Laurentian” trilobites from
Cuyania to Antarctica. 
Accordingly, the Cambrian trilobite record is
compatible with the parautochthonous model for
Cuyania, but there are some difficulties in reconci-
ling it with the Laurentian microcontinent model
because of the very limited abundance and diversity
of Cambrian trilobites in the Precordillera relative to
Laurentia.
Juxtaposition in the Mid Ordovician of Atlantic
and Pacific province graptolite faunas by the
Laurentian microcontinent model 
Although the paleobiogeography of benthic faunas
is cited widely in reconstructing the paleogeography of
the Cuyania, the paleobiogeography of planktonic
graptolites is largely ignored. Is this because of an
assumption that “shallow-water faunas provide an
excellent biogeographic signal, whereas marginal fau-
nas provide evidence of open ocean circulation but are
not so diagnostic biogeographically” (Dalziel et al.,
1996), or is it because the affinity of Mid Ordovician
graptolite faunas in Cuyania are not easily reconciled
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with the Laurentian microcontinent model? Graptolites
are common and faunas are diverse in Middle and
Upper Ordovician strata of the Precordillera (Maletz
and Ortega, 1995). They represent the Pacific faunal
province that was of global extent at low paleolatitude
(Finney and Chen, 1990). In contrast, graptolites of the
Atlantic faunal province, also of global extent but at
high paleolatitude, occur in Lower and Middle Ordovi-
cian strata of the Famatinian belt and the Cordillera
Oriental. The sharp contrast between the two regions in
faunas of the Mid Ordovician when provincialism was
at its greatest was noted by Finney and Chen (1990),
Maletz and Ortega (1995) and Mitchell et al. (1997),
among others. In the Laurentian microcontinent model,
the Pacific province and Atlantic province faunas
would have inhabited adjacent, but contiguous, areas of
marine waters along the Gondwanan margin. Dalziel
(1997) tried to attribute this juxtaposition to separation
by oceanic currents, but in light of models of graptolite
paleoecology (Finney and Berry, 1997), in particular
the ability of graptolites to disperse globally, this dis-
tinction of globally distributed faunas in close geo-
graphic proximity could not have been maintained, a
conclusion also favored by Maletz and Ortega (1995)
and Mitchell et al. (1997). On the other hand, these
graptolite distributions are compatible with, and readily
explained by, the parautochthonous model. Through
the Mid Ordovician, Cuyania was at relatively low
paleolatitude within the realm of the Pacific graptolite
faunal province, far removed from the Famatinian belt
and the Cordillera Oriental, which were at substantially
higher southern paleolatitude within the realm of the
Atlantic province.
DISCUSSION: THE PARAUTOCHTHONOUS MODEL
RECONSIDERED
All the evidence described above, including the occur-
rence of olenellid trilobites, is compatible with the
parautochthonous model (Aceñolaza et al., 2002; Finney
et al., 2005b). Questions have been raised regarding two
aspects of the model proposed by Finney et al. (2003, fig.
3; 2005b, fig. 6), namely the Cambrian location of Cuya-
nia and its subsequent migration to its present position
outboard of the Famatina belt. The Finney et al. (2005b)
reconstruction (Fig. 5) is a schematic diagram based on
the reconstruction of Gondwana by Hoffman (1991).
Located on the southern (present coordinates) margin of
West Gondwana in the Cambrian, Cuyania would have
been part of, or adjacent to, Mesoproterozoic and Neopro-
terozoic orogenic belts composing and bordering the Río
de la Plata and Kalahari cratons - a location consistent
with detrital zircon and paleobiogeographic evidence.
Considering that Hoffman’s reconstruction may not por-
tray accurately this continental margin, Cuyania is shown
in a general location and as an oversized terrane to
increase its visibility in Fig. 5. The constraints imposed
by Hoffman’s reconstruction also require that Cuyania be
shown migrating along a curved path from Cambrian to
Devonian time and rotating in the process. However, given
the proposal that it migrated along a transform fault, it is
more likely that it followed a relatively straight path and
did not rotate. 
The width of the Iapetus Ocean is of considerable
importance to the Laurentian microcontinent model and
to the Finney et al. (2005b) version of the parautochtho-
nous model (Fig. 5). The great width in the Laurentian
microcontinent model (at least 2,000 kms) is based on
interpretations of paleogeographic data that include an
isolation stage for Cuyania, resulting from it being sepa-
rated from both Laurentia and Gondwana by at least
1,000 kms in Early Ordovician time (Thomas and Astini,
1996). Here, the representation and interpretation of the
paleobiogeographic data are challenged, and it is demon-
strated that Laurentian faunal elements continued to
migrate to Cuyania during the Early Ordovician and even
in the Mid and Late Ordovician. Thus, the parautochtho-
nous model includes a relatively narrow Iapetus Ocean.
Evolving paleogeographic affinities of the benthic and
pelagic faunas of Cuyania are attributed to its migration
across paleolatitude initially during Cambrian to Mid
Ordovician time as a part of Gondwana as the superconti-
nent itself migrated southwards (Fig. 5) and from Mid-
Ordovician time onwards by further relative southward
migration along a transform fault(s). 
The parautochthonous model is a hypothesis that
appears to be most consistent with all available evidence.
As with any hypothesis, there are still many aspects of the
model to be further tested and checked and new evidence
to be obtained and incorporated. No doubt, it will evolve
further. Nevertheless, it has generated exciting, creative
new research, new discoveries, and new ideas that would
not have been possible if one is constrained by the Lau-
rentian microcontinent model. For example, Peralta
(2005a, b) has realized and subsequently confirmed, that
many of the large olistoliths composed of siliciclastic
strata in the Los Sombreros and Rinconada formations
were derived from the La Chilca, Los Espejos, Talacasto
and Punta Negra formations of Silurian and early Devo-
nian age, indicating that various parts of the Los Som-
breros and Rinconada formations were deposited during
early Devonian time. Peralta has interpreted the olis-
tostromes to represent extensional pull-apart basins along
major strike-slip faults. In addition, Peralta and Heredia
(2005) have discovered that the Upper Ordovician
Empozada Fm at San Isidro is overlain stratigraphically
by a thick succession of shale and siltstone with olis-
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toliths of shale that have Devonian land plant fossils, as
well as abundant, huge olistoliths of Empozada Fm. The
Empozada Fm stratigraphically overlies the Estancia San
Isidro Fm that includes huge olistoliths composed largely
of Middle and Upper Cambrian carbonate strata. According
to the Laurentian microcontinent model (Thomas and
Astini, 2003), deposition of the carbonate olistoliths,
those of both the Estancia San Isidro and Los Sombreros
formations, occurred on the western continental slope and
rise of the Cuyania microcontinent (Fig. 9). However, the
stratigraphic succession at San Isidro (Estancia San Isidro
and Empozada formations) more likely accumulated in a
strike-slip extensional basin because of 1) its great variety
of sediment types representing a diversity of shallow and
deep water depositional processes and 2) the Empozada
conglomerate bed composed of huge (1 m), rounded
granitic boulders representing subaerial exposure and flu-
vial transport to the basin. Now Peralta and Heredia
(2005) have discovered that this extensional setting, pos-
sibly driven by movement along major strike-slip faults
and operating from Mid to Late Ordovician time, was
also active in Devonian time. Taking into account Peral-
ta’s discoveries and re-interpretations of the Los Som-
breros and Rinconada formations, it is apparent that huge
strike-slip basins are present in the Precordillera, some of
the most amazing examples in the world, and that they
operated at least from Mid Ordovician to Devonian time.
If constrained by the Laurentian microcontinent model,
they would not have been recognized. 
Similarly, other discoveries have been made in the
Cuyania terrane and the neighboring western Pampeanas
ranges that are not clearly consistent with the Laurentian
microcontinent model and perhaps also justify considera-
tion of new models. These include:
1) The evidence of Rapela et al. (2005a), Galindo et
al., (2004), and Baldo et al., (2005) that “the Western
Sierras Pampeanas, which are considered part of the exotic
Argentine Precordillera terrane of allegedly Laurentian
derivation, could be autochthonous or parautochthonous
to Gondwana.”
2) The suggestion that rocks between the Precordillera
and the Famatina belt and previously considered part of
Cuyania and of Laurentian origin are, instead, “a distinct
crustal fragment of Gondwana or peri-Gondwana affi-
nity…” (McClelland et al., 2005).
3) The description of Devonian age shear zones along
the eastern margin of Cuyania (Roeske et al., 2005).
4) The discovery of Grenvillian age basement and
overlying Neoproterozoic meta-sedimentary rocks in the
Western Sierras Pampeanas (Casquet et al., 2005).
It was obvious at the Gondwana 12 Conference in
November 2005 (Pankhurst and Veiga, 2005) that there is
much exciting research taking place on the rocks of the
Cuyania terrane and the Sierras Pampeanas. It is a time
for creative, innovative thinking and exciting new
discoveries. This research should not be constrained in its
starting assumptions, its methodological approach, or its
data interpretation by any one model, whether it is the
Laurentian microcontinent model or the parautochtho-
nous model. 
CONCLUSIONS
Although substantial, varied geological evidence is
considered by many geologists to support the Laurentian
microcontinent model of Thomas and Astini (1996),
recently acquired U-Pb geochronology of detrital zircons
from Cambrian and Ordovician sandstones in the Pre-
cordillera cannot be reasonably explained by a Laurentian
affinity. Instead, these data are most consistent with a
Gondwanan provenance and the parautochthonous model
of Aceñolaza et al. (2002). Accordingly, it is incumbent
that the many lines of evidence cited in support of the
Laurentian model be re-examined critically for their con-
sistency with the parautochthonous model.  This assess-
ment has revealed that:
1) potential basement rocks of Cuyania of Neopro-
terozoic to Early Cambrian age and Early Mesoprotero-
zoic age are characteristic of Gondwana, rather than Lau-
rentia;
2) Pb isotopic ratios of Grenvillian-age basement
rocks are not only similar to those of Grenvillian base-
ment in Laurentia but also to those in other areas of West
Gondwana;
3) the similarity of the Cambrian-Ordovician carbon-
ate platform succession of Cuyania to that of Laurentia
reflects similar paleolatitude and eustatic histories and not
a direct connection;
4) the Middle-Upper Ordovician siliciclastic succes-
sions of Cuyania do not represent a peripheral foreland
basin, but instead were deposited in strike-slip basins in a
transform fault zone;
5) Middle Ordovician K-bentonites do not indicate
that Cuyania was approaching the Famatina magmatic arc
from the west (modern coordinates), but instead that it
was located to the southeast;
6) the paleomagnetically determined Cambrian paleo-
latitude of Cuyania is consistent not only with the loca-
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tion of the Ouachita embayment of Laurentia but also
with the southern margin of West Gondwana;
7) brachiopod and conodont faunas in lower Middle
Ordovician strata of the Precordillera have many more
genera in common with Laurentia than those in Lower
Ordovician strata;
8) Cambrian trilobites faunas of Cuyania are of
very limited abundance and diversity in comparison to
correlative faunas of southeastern Laurentia; many
species are endemic to Cuyania; olenellid trilobites
considered to be restricted to Laurentia probably had
the ability to disperse between paleoplates with similar
environments; and
9) Mid Ordovician graptolites of the Precordillera on
the one hand and of the Famatinian belt and Cordillera
Oriental on the other belong to different oceanic
provinces and likely did not live in close proximity.
Accordingly, the evidence used to support the Laurentian
microcontinent model is found to be more consistent with
the parautochthnous model, in which the Cuyania terrane
was located on the southern margin of West Gondwana
until the Mid Ordovician when it began migrating along a
transform fault to its present position outboard of the
Famatina magmatic belt in Devonian time. 
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